
SYNOPSIS

Our brain can process data in milliseconds. Sometimes we only have moments to make an initial 
impression on potential users. Find out if your users were interested!

WHY WE LOVE IT

‘My First Impression’ can tell us a lot about whether people are interested and where we should spend 
our time. In a crazy, busy world it’s helpful to discover where our time will be most valuable.

HOW IT’S USEFUL

For Development Teams
• Gauge user interest 

• Discover areas of question and concern

• Discover potential use cases

For Product Teams
• Discover what made the biggest impression

• Discover areas of question and concern

• Gauge user interest

MY FIRST IMPRESSION
 Usability/Adoption   •    5 minutes   •    Individual

First impressions are everything! Find out who is interested and who is not.

MATERIALSPAIRS NICELY WITH

• Printed ‘My First Impression’ cards

• Writing utensils

Pair this activity with the following to gain 
robust feedback on your tool:

• My Story

• Quick Reactions

• One Liners

FACILITATOR GUIDE

• Hand out the cards after a tool showcase, demo, or training to quickly gather insights.

• To separate ‘Questions & Concerns’ from potentially identifiable data, you may have participants tear off 
the bottom section of their card and turn it in separately.

HOW IT WORKS (5 MIN)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Distribute the cards to participants to fill out and return to you.

DEBRIEF (OPTIONAL):

1. If you are the product owner or developer running the demo or training you may choose to address  
‘Questions & Concerns.’ 



HOW IT WORKS: PAPERLESS (~15 MIN)

TO PREPARE:

• Choose an app or tool you’d like feedback on.

• Copy the questions from the activity onto digital slides (powerpoint, google slides, etc.).

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Go through each slide one at a time and allow participants to answer each question verbally while you 
take notes.

2. When you get to the “Rate it” question, explain the rating system to the participants: 1 -“I didn’t like it”, 
5 - “I loved it.”  Then have participants raise their hand if they would rate the app as a “1”. Repeat until 
you reach 5.


